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Abstract 
The multi-core processors environment is increasingly popular, the parallel studies of application program for this 
architecture has become the focus. In object-oriented program design language, often use the thread to implement an 
application program parallelism, however, synchronization and communication between threads are often very 
complicated to implement and can not take full advantage of multi-core advantage. Proposed a multi-thread basing on 
data flow and Java extensions to achieve solutions, presents a new multi-thread programming method. The results 
show that this method is not only easy to implement and can better take advantage of multi-core advantage. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of [name organizer] 
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1. Introduction 
Performance optimization programming under multi-core architecture is one of the current research hot 
issues. Java is a very popular object-oriented programming language, with many easy to program and 
debug features. Java built-in concurrency of  multi-thread programming build on the basis of thread and 
monitor, this model is easy to learn and understand, however, in practice there are many problems: error-
prone, difficult to verify, poor extend etc, even multithread programs written by experienced programmers 
still  include data races, deadlocks, starvation and other difficult to monitor and debug the error [1]. And 
when the problem complexity increases, multi-threaded Java program is very hard to extend. 
Many researchers have noticed this problem. Most of their solutions are to above Java multi-threading 
model realize a more secure form and abstract parallel model. However, these programming models are 
the implementation theoretical model of certain program, for programmers; there are strict restrictions, 
high cost of conversion. Meanwhile because of the way of implementation is by Java class library, parallel 
performance is limited, and virtual machine is difficult to obtain specific information and features which 
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parallel model has, can not make the corresponding optimization. Another method is to provide the call 
for the local parallel library in Java through extend class library interface. These methods do not change 
the Java language specification, easy to implement and transplant, but often difficult to obtain good 
performance. Even with the JNI (Java native method interface) implementations, as frequently cross 
invocation interface between Java methods and native method, will also have large overhead. Because of 
JNI interface implementation mechanism, it is difficult to obtain good parallelism. And these methods are 
difficult to practice corresponding optimization by using the characteristics when running programming 
model. 
In the multi-core multi-thread architecture, the parallel model is the ideal hybrid design. To maintain 
the program’s serial features in fine grain; appropriately introduce the parallelism features in coarse grain, 
making parallel programming easier in the implementation architecture is mapped to thread-level 
parallelism. This paper presents the design plan basing on data flow's Java threads, the main idea is to 
described  Java thread as a Java  data flow program[3], thus  to simplify the design process. 
2. Data flow Java programming model  
In the data flow network model, the synchronization and communication among the various operating 
units to complete by through explicit data transfer. Due to implicit hidden data sharing between the 
operational unit, to avoid the multi-threaded data model competition and conflict, conducive to the formal 
analysis and verification of procedures. Data flow model that can help programmers to naturally express 
the application internal parallelism, to reduce the difficulty of compiler parallel analysis and optimization. 
In the data flows Java model, data flow of the smallest independent units is called components 
(component), which corresponds to our usual process or thread. Components can be only serial execution, 
a data flow Java program can have multiple components, between the various components can be run 
independently. 
Component can define its own input and output ports (port), for communications with external. One 
input port is divided into two types: general input port and the parameters port. Once the component 
receives an object from the common input port, then the object is occupied by exclusively this component, 
other components can not access this object. When an object is sent to other components by the 
component from the output port, this component can no access the object any more, the component which 
receive this object can be accessed. Parameter port is used for passing initialization parameters to the 
components. Different with the general input port is that the parameter object receiving from the 
parameter port is not necessarily exclusive, may be multiple components to share. Explicit data 
communication between the components only be proposed through the input and output ports. When 
communication, send and receive of data object is asynchronous, first in is first out.  When a component 
via an output port for multiple components of the common input port to send data objects, there are two 
ways to send:  after the copying multiple copies of data objects, then send to all components; Or by way 
of rotation to send. If send data objects to the parameters port of multiple components, you also can have 
two ways: send the call of the data object to all components for sharing; or to send by the means of copy. 
Java data flow uses implicit multi-threaded model, programmers need to know the run-time 
components may have multiple copies running simultaneously. If the access port to pass the shared 
parameter data objects, you need to ensure that operations are atomic. A number of components can form 
a network. If the network have no communication port with the external, so it is closed, is an independent 
Java program data flow; On the contrary, it is open or can form a larger network with other components or 
open network. 
This hybrid parallel model in terms of multi-core multi-thread architecture is more ideal: in the fine-
grained, to maintain the characteristics of each component of the serial, so many serial algorithms and 
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legacy code can be reused; In the coarse-grained, through the introduction of data flow characteristics, 
making the parallel characteristics of the components between components, when run it, can easily be 
mapped to the hardware thread-level parallelism. Components only through the communication channel to 
communicate and share parameters of the object, in multi-core multi-threaded architecture, to process 
high-speed communication mechanism between the processing units can greatly reduce the overhead and 
dependencies of communication. On the other hand, different multi-core multi-threaded processors, the 
processing power of the hardware thread and the  using scheme of the program towards cache is very 
different ,  will directly affect the performance of the application program. When data flow Java run, the 
system can do the adaptive optimization according to the program running feature and architecture of 
different characteristics. 
For memory shared multi-core multi-threaded architecture, the introduction of shared parameters 
object and will not bring a significant performance overhead. This restricted sharing can increase the 
expressive power of programming model, making it suitable for more problem areas. 
Data flow Java takes a combination of distributed and shared memory model. Each component has its 
own independent local memory space, the memory space only save this component private-owned data 
objects. The data objects of component distribution initially are located in its local memory space. When a 
data object is sent through the communication channel to another component, it will be moved to a new 
component of the local memory space. The timing of movement is decided by the dynamic memory 
management system, but it must be transmitted after the old component object is sent out, and before new 
component received this object. 
Out of local memory space, between the various components have a shared global memory space. 
Objects in global memory space are shared by multiple components. If a private object of component by 
parameters port to pass the multiple components sharing, then the object is moved to the global memory 
space. When a component's call of private object evaluate to a shared object, this private object becomes a 
shared object, will be moved to the global memory space. Any component to the global memory space 
access and modification operations must be atomic, and visible to other components. 
For multi-core processors, the local memory space of component can be easily mapped to a single 
processing unit of the local memory; global memory space can be mapped to multiple processing units 
shared the memory. As the internal communication delay multi-core processors and communication 
bandwidth are far better than the symmetric multi-processor, data objects transfer between local memory 
space can be finished by processing fast communication mechanism among the processing units 
Data flow Java programming interface is implemented by means of library, as the basis of Java FBP 
for expansion. Implementation of Java extension library is basing on JavaFBP library, while on the base 
of retaining some JavaFBP interface to have a re-implementation of the extension. Component class is the 
base class for all components, which contains two abstract methods execute () and open Ports () and 
storage input / output ports of the member variable input class is Input Port , which provide a receive () 
method; Output Port class is the output port, providing a send () method. Input ports and output ports 
contain an instance of the virtual machine pointer, which use for actually sending and receiving data, 
InitializationlnputPort is parameter port, which is the sub-class of input port, the member variables to 
store parameters obtained content object. Network class is a subclass of Component, make the network 
can be used as a component to collaborate with other components, variable components of its members 
belong to this network includes all the components. 
3. The research and implementation of Java thread data flow  
For illustration purposes, three examples will be studied how the data flow into the thread Java 
programs. 
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 3.1 Java process of Ordinary threads data flow 
Common thread is implemented by inheritance of Thread class or implementation Runnable interface, 
method run () include thread body of this thread. Data flow Java process of common thread is the way to 
transform method run() of this common thread into Java data flow components execute () method. If the 
thread: 
public class MyThread extends Thread{ 
……
public void run(){ 
try{ 
  while(true){ 
    System.out.print(str);sleep(m); 
    count++;if(count>=20)break; 
  } 
System.out.println(str+"finished !");  
}catch(InterruptedException e){return;}} 
……
}
The transformed results are: 
public class MyThreadComponent extends Component{ 
  …… 
protected void execute(){ 
……
while(true){ 
  outport.send(create(str+" ")); 
  count++;if(count>=20)break; 
}
outport.send(create(str+" finished !"));} 
……
}
 3.2  Data flow Java process of synchronization thread 
Synchronization between threads is the same class object which the number of threads share, and each 
thread calls the same method in order to modify the status of this class objects. At this time members of 
the class object shared generally will add with static keywords, the method is synchronized or method first 
body to be modified to use synchronized keyword synchronized, Some even have to use wait () and notitf 
() method. Such as a bank account class Cbank: 
public class CBank{ 
private static int s=2000; 
public synchronized static void sub(int m){ 
 int temp=s;temp-=m; 
 …… 
 s=temp;System.out.println("s="+s); 
}}
In the process of Java data flow, the bank account is not necessary to add class Cbank static, 
synchronized keyword, do the following simplification: 
public class CBank{ 
  private int s; 
  public CBank(){s=2000;} 
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  public void sub(int m){ 
   s-=m;System.out.println("s="+s); 
}}
Then consist of Component classes CbankComponent, the code is as followed: 
public class CBankComponent extends Component{ 
……
protected void execute(){ 
……
CBank cb=(CBank)p.getContent();drop(p); 
for(int i=1;i<5;i++)cb.sub(100);} 
……
}
Finally, in the Network category of the define () write the following statement: 
CBank cb=new CBank(); 
component("CBankComponent 1",CBankComponent.class); 
component("CBankComponent 2",CBankComponent.class); 
component("CBankComponent 3",CBankComponent.class); 
initialize(cb,component("CBankComponent 1"),port("IN")); 
initialize(cb,component("CBankComponent 2"),port("IN")); 
initialize(cb,component("CBankComponent 3"),port("IN")); 
Consist of the three components; they share the same bank account object cb. 
Because the method initialize () method on the general variables are passed by means of copy, class 
objects are passed by sharing methods, data flow in Java programs do not have to add synchronized 
keyword,  the same effect can be achieved simultaneously. 
3.3 Java data process of communication thread 
Producer and consumer threads need to communicate with each other, the producer thread is 
responsible for generating a flow of bytes, and the consumer thread is responsible for reading and 
processing the flow of bytes. If no bytes are available for reading, the consumer thread will interrupt 
operation. If the amount of data generated by the producer thread is more than the consumer thread 
processing capability, then the producer thread will interrupt a write operation. Like this communication 
between threads, Java provides a pipe flow, by pipe flow, it can connect multi-thread each other, without 
worrying about the synchronization. Synchronization between the producer thread, filter threads, 
consumer thread can be connected by the following statement: 
PipedOutputStream pout1=new PipedOutputStream(); 
PipedInputStream pin1=new PipedInputStream(pout1); 
PipedOutputStream pout2=new PipedOutputStream(); 
PipedInputStream pin2=new PipedInputStream(pout2); 
Producer prod=new Producer(pout1); 
Filter filt=new Filter(pin1,pout2); 
Consumer cons=new Consumer(pin2); 
prod.start();filt.start();cons.start(); 
To realize the inter-thread communication by a pipe flow connection also is okay, however, real-time is 
not easy to understand skilled people also is no exception. If you use Java to implement the data flow will 
be much simpler. We can converse the producer thread, filter thread, consumer thread, respectively into 
the single component of Java data flow. The producer thread for the results after conversion: 
public class Producer Component extends Component{ 
  …… 
  protected void execute(){ 
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    while(true){ 
      double num=rand.nextDouble(); 
      Packet p=create(new Double(num)); 
      outport.send(p);}} 
  …… 
}
The results of transformed filter threads are: 
public class FilterComponent extends Component{ 
  …… 
  protected void execute(){ 
    for(;;){ 
      Packet obj=inport.receive(); 
      if(obj==null){return;} 
   Double r=(Double)obj.getContent(); 
drop(obj);total+=r.doubleValue();count++; 
if(count!=0){ 
Packet p=create(total/count);outport.send(p); 
      }}} 
  …… 
}
The results of transformed consumer thread are: 
public class ConsumerComponent extends Component{ 
  …… 
  protected void execute(){ 
    for(;;){ 
      Packet obj=inport.receive(); 
      if(obj==null){return;} 
      Double r=(Double)obj.getContent(); 
     drop(obj);double x=r.doubleValue(); 
      if(Math.abs(x-oldx)>THRESHOLD){   
        System.out.println(x);oldx=x; 
      }}} 
  …… 
}
Finally, by the connect () sentence to connect them will be okay. 
component("ProducerComponent",ProducerComponent.class); 
component("ConsumerComponent",ConsumerComponent.class); 
component("FilterComponent",FilterComponent.class); 
connect(component("ProducerComponent"),port("OUT"), 
component("FilterComponent"),port("IN")); 
connect(component("FilterComponent"),port("OUT"), 
component("ConsumerComponent"),port("IN")); 
This implements the communication between the three threads. This method of implementation is 
clearly better than the pipe flow through the Java language should be simple connection and easy to 
understand. 
4. Conclusion 
 This article demonstrates how to converse Java threads into Java program by three examples.  From 
the transformation process, the transformed Java program of data flow is not only functionally same with 
original Java multi-thread program, and easy to be understood. Actually Java's thread all can be conversed 
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into the data flow Java program by the appropriate way , so that be able to  make full use of the 
advantages of multi-core CPU. 
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